We review the current status of our study of K − -nuclear interactions and K − -nuclear quasi-bound states. The adopted K − -nuclear optical potential consists of two parts -the single-nucleon one constructed microscopically from chirally motivatedKN amplitudes, and a phenomenological multi-nucleon one constrained in fits to kaonic atoms data. The inclusion of multi-nucleon absorption in our calculations of K − quasi-bound states in many-body systems leads to huge widths, considerably exceeding the binding energies. If this feature is confirmed the observation of such states is unlikely. Finally, a development of a new microscopical model for in-medium K − NN absorption is discussed as well.
INTRODUCTION CHIRALLY MOTIVATEDKN AMPLITUDES
A modern treatment of low-energy meson-baryon interactions is provided by approaches based on chiral perturbation theory combined with coupled channel T-matrix re-summations techniques. The parameters of such models are fitted to low energy K − p total cross sections, the threshold branching ratios (see e.g [? ] and to the strong-interaction characteristics of the 1s level in kaonic hydrogen measured recently by the SIDDHARTA collaboration [4] . Several theoretical groups presented models describing about equally well this set of experimental data. We refer to these approaches as Kyoto-Munich (KM) [5] , Prague (P) [6] , Bonn (B2, B4) [7] , Murcia (M I , M II ) [8] and Barcelona (BCN) [9] , with some of them providing two solutions. The first four models are compared in [10] .
In Fig. 1 we present the predictions of the models for K − p and K − n elastic amplitudes in the free space. Concerning the K − p amplitude, all these state-of-the-art chiral models are in agreement in a region of energies at and above the K − p threshold. The only exception is the Bonn approach due to different treatment of off-shell effects and partial waves. The above models yield considerably different K − p amplitude below the threshold. On the other hand, for the K − n amplitude the model variations are quite large over the whole energy region. The reason is that the I = 1 amplitudes, as well as the subthreshold K − p amplitudes, are not sufficiently restricted by the experimental data.
In nuclear matter the free-space K − N amplitudes are modified due to Pauli blocking and hadron self-energies, the latter effectively modifying the in-medium hadron masses as well. It appears that for energies at least about 20 MeV below theKN threshold the main effect comes from the Pauli blocking and can be approximated by a simple multiplication of the free-space K − N amplitudes by an energy and density dependent factor derived from considering nucleon-nucleon anti-correlations [2, 3, 11] .
KAONIC ATOMS
The data base for kaonic atoms comprises of 65 experimental results for strong interaction level shifts and widths of so-called lower states and relative yields of transitions from so-called upper states to the lower states [12] . This data set was used in fits performed in [2] with several versions of the K − -nuclear optical potential. First, it was found that the potential V 1N K − constructed self-consistently from the in-mediumKN amplitudes fails miserably when used to calculate the K − -atomic characteristics. However, good fits to the data were obtained for all models augmented with the phenomenological V mN K − term. We refer the reader to [2] and [13] for more details on the analysis and fitting procedure. Here we only mention that due to correlations between α and the complex B parameter, that define the form and strength of the mN term, it was necessary to scan over the parameter α when searching for the best χ 2 value while varying the B parameter.
In Table I we show the results of the fits performed with the Prague, Kyoto-Munich and Barcelona models. For these fits, the α parameter was fixed at values very close to the best fit ones with the variations in B reflecting the model uncertainties. The achieved total χ 2 values are very similar for all models including the Bonn and Murcia ones. The latter ones are omitted in Table I as they do not satisfy an additional constraint of reproducing single-nucleon absorption fractions (SNAF) measured in bubble-chamber experiments on several nuclei from C to Br long time ago [14, 15, 16] . A common experimental value SNAF exp = 0.75 ± 0.05 was adopted in [2] as a further test for the input KN models. While the B and M models were found to significantly underestimate the SNAF value, the other three models based on the P, KM and BCN amplitudes comply nicely with it as demonstrated in Fig. 2 . There, the P and KM model predictions almost coincide, so we opted to show lines that represent both models in the left panel of Fig. 2 . 
KAONIC NUCLEI
The formalism outlined above was adopted to self-consistent calculations of K − -nuclear quasi-bound states in selected nuclei across the periodic table [3, 17] . The nucleus was described within a relativistic mean field model. It was demonstrated in the analysis of kaonic atoms [2] that the optical potential V K − is not so well determined at densities larger than about 30-50% of the nuclear density ρ 0 . For this reason, two scenarios were adopted in calculations of the K − -nuclear states. In the full density (FD) option the V mN K − ∼ B (ρ/ρ 0 ) α ρ form was used in the entire nucleus, while in the half density (HD) option the mN term was fixed at a constant value equal to V mN K − (0.5ρ 0 ) for densities ρ ≥ 0.5ρ 0 . In addition, the amplitude Im B in Eq. (1) was multiplied by a kinematical suppression factor to account for phase space reduction. More details can be found in [3, 17] .
In Fig. 3 we compare the contributions of the 1N (denoted KN) and mN (denoted KNN) parts in the KM1 version of the optical potential. Both parts are calculated self consistently for the 208 Pb nucleus. The 1N component of the optical potential notably differs from the input 1N term (green solid lines) owing to different subthreshold energy shifts obtained upon including (or excluding) the mN phenomenological term. The marked uncertainties reflect the variations in the mN input strength parameter B determined in kaonic atoms fit and noted in Table I . Whereas the resulting real potential depths are considerably lower than those obtained in totally phenomenological analyses [18] , the imaginary potentials are dominated by the mN component and become extremely deep, close to 160 MeV (and much more in the KM2 optical potential). The dominance of the mN component over the 1N one is also realized in most of the other models based on the chirally motivatedKN amplitudes employed in [3] . In Fig. 4 we present individual contributions of the K − single-nucleon (dashed lines) and multi-nucleon (solid lines) absorption to the total K − absorption, expressed as a fraction of ImV 1N K − and ImV mN K − with respect to the total imaginary potential ImV K − in 208 Pb, calculated self-consistently within the KM1 model for the HD (red) and FD (black) options. The nuclear density distribution ρ/ρ 0 (thin dotted line) is shown for comparison. Both versions of the V mN K − potential give very similar fractions of single-and multi-nucleon absorption at low densities as well as in the nuclear interior. Since the range and density dependence of the corresponding potentials are different, the relative contribution of ImV 1N K − and ImV mN K − to the K − absorption is changing with radius (density), as expected. While at the nuclear surface, the dominant process is the K − absorption on a single nucleon, in the nuclear interior the 1N absorption is reduced due to the vicinity of the πΣ threshold and the mN absorption prevails.
In Table II the binding energies B K − and absorption widths Γ K − are presented for the 1s levels in several K − -nuclei across the periodic table, as calculated within the P and KM models. In the KN columns we also show the binding energies and widths obtained when only the 1N term is used in the optical potential. The inclusion of the mN term leads to a drastic increase of K − widths while K − binding energies are affected only moderately. For most kaonic nuclei the HD option of the V mN K − potential yields K − widths of about 100 MeV while the binding energies are much smaller than the pertinent widths. The situation is much worse for the FD version of the optical potential that even does not predict any K − bound state in the majority of nuclei. Therefore, our results suggest that the widths of K −nuclear quasi-bound states are considerably larger than their binding energies, at least for nuclei with A ≥ 10. This makes an experimental observation of such states very unlikely. 
KNN IN-MEDIUM ABSORPTION
The introduction of the phenomenological V mN K − potential was essential for a successful description of K − -atomic data. However, one may argue that an energy-dependent two-nucleon potential of a different form could do the job as well, and may not lead to such a drastic increase of the predicted decay widths of the K − -nuclear states. In this Section we briefly report on a development of a microscopical model describing the K − absorption on two nucleons in nuclear matter. The formalism follows closely the approach adopted in [19] to derive the η NN optical potential. The K − absorption on two nucleons is described within a meson-exchange picture with the K − NN self-energy modeled using chirally motivatedKN amplitudes modified due to Pauli blocking. In actual calculations, the P and BCN models were used providing a comparison of the results and a measure of the sensitivity to a particularKN model.
We do not dwell on technical details of theKNN model here as they are prepared for publication elsewhere [20] . Instead, we promote the work by picking one result to demonstrate the applicability of the model. It relates to a recent AMADEUS measurement of the Λp to Σ 0 p production rate in K − NN quasi-free absorption reported in [21] ,
In Fig. 5 taken from [20] we show the ratio predicted with the newKNN model when either the free space (black lines) or Pauli blocked (red lines)KN amplitudes are employed. The density dependence of the rate is presented using the P and BCN amplitudes for two settings of theKNN model, assuming the K − binding energy in nuclear matter to be either B K − = 0 or B K − = 50 ρ/ρ 0 MeV. In the experimentally relevant region of densities, the ratio R calculated with Pauli blocked amplitudes turns out smaller and in better agreement with the measured value. This feature manifests the relevance of medium modifications of the chirally motivated amplitudes. 
BRIEF SUMMARY
• The up-to-date (NLO) chirally motivatedKN models provide very different predictions for the K − N amplitudes at subthreshold energies. As in-medium kaons probe energies as far as 50-100 MeV below theKN threshold a realistic treatment of the energy dependence including Pauli blocking is essential.
• K − optical potentials derived from chirally-inspired K − N interaction models need to be supplemented by an additional phenomenological density-dependent term representing K − multi-nucleon interactions in order to get satisfactory global fit to kaonic-atom strong-interaction data. The P, KM and BCN models are favored satisfying the additional constraint of 1N to mN absorption rate.
• The inclusion of multi-nucleon absorption in the calculations of K − quasi-bound states in many-body systems leads to huge widths, considerably exceeding the binding energies. If this feature is confirmed the observation of such states is unlikely. The conclusion does not necessarily apply to few body K − -nucleons systems.
• A microscopical model for K − NN absorption in nuclear matter has been developed using chirally motivated KN amplitudes. The results look encouraging, the ratio of Λp to Σ 0 p production measured by AMADEUS is reproduced by the model when the in-medium amplitudes are employed.
